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Abstract
This paper introduces the topological ﬁniteness condition ﬁnite derivation type (FDT) on the class of semigroups. This notion is
naturally extended from the monoid case. With this new concept we are able to prove that if a Rees matrix semigroup M[S; I, J ;P ]
has FDT then the semigroup S also has FDT. Given a monoid S and a ﬁnitely presented Rees matrix semigroup M[S; I, J ;P ] we
prove that if the ideal of S generated by the entries of P has FDT, then so does M[S; I, J ;P ]. In particular, we show that, for a
ﬁnitely presented completely simple semigroup M , the Rees matrix semigroup M =M[S; I, J ;P ] has FDT if and only if the group
S has FDT.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and the main theorem
In the last years string–rewriting systems have received a lot of attention, both fromMathematics and fromTheoretical
Computer Science. In particularly, ﬁnite and complete (that is, noetherian and locally conﬂuent) string–rewriting systems
are used to solve word problems among other algebraic decision problems (see [2,9,12] for examples). This application
reveals the importance of such string–rewriting systems. Unfortunately, the property of having ﬁnite and complete
string–rewriting system is not invariable under monoid presentations (see [5,6]).
For the above reasons, it would be important to characterize algebraically the ﬁnitely presented monoids with
solvable word problem that admit a ﬁnite and complete string–rewriting system. An important step in that direction
was given by Squier [8] who deﬁned a new combinatorial property of string–rewriting systems called ﬁnite derivation
type (FDT). Fortunately, this property is an invariant property of ﬁnite monoid presentations, becoming a property of
a monoid deﬁned by such string–rewriting system. Squier also showed that a monoid deﬁned by a ﬁnite and complete
string–rewriting system has FDT. However, lately, various authors [3,10,17] proved, independently, that a monoid with
solvable word problem can have FDT without being deﬁned by some ﬁnite and complete string–rewriting system.
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Hence, having FDT is a necessary but not sufﬁcient condition for a monoid with solvable word problem to be deﬁned
by some ﬁnite and complete string–rewriting system. There are other necessary conditions for a monoid be deﬁned by
such a system (see [7] for a survey).
As FDT is a necessary condition for a monoid to be deﬁned by some ﬁnite and complete string–rewriting system and,
since FDT is an invariant property of monoid presentations, it becomes important to know which monoid constructions
preserve the FDT property. In this direction some work has been done. In the paper [14] it is proved that the free
product A ∗ B, of the ﬁnitely presented monoids A and B, has FDT if and only if both A and B have FDT. This result
contributed to prove that having FDT is an undecidable property in the class of all ﬁnitely presented monoids with
solvable word problem [15]. Since A and B are retractions of A ∗ B, the converse part of that result also appears as a
consequence of a theorem of Pride and Wang [19] which states that retractions of monoids having FDT also have FDT.
In that same paper, it was observed that in the semi-direct product A B, the monoid A is a retraction of A B, and
the same occurs for B when the action  is the identity homomorphism (that is, A B is the direct product). In 1998,
Wang proved that the class of monoids having FDT is closed under semi-direct products [23]. Wang also proved in [22]
that small extensions of monoids having FDT also have FDT. Later, Pride and Wang showed that a submonoid whose
complement is an ideal of a monoid having FDT also has FDT [18]. Nevertheless, Otto mentions in [13] that Diekert
in a private communication had observed that having FDT is a property not in general inherited by ﬁnitely presented
submonoids.
Let S be a semigroup and let I and J be index sets. Consider a matrix P = [pj,i]j∈J,i∈I of type J × I with entries
in S. The Rees matrix semigroup, denoted by M[S; I, J ;P ], is the set I × S × J with multiplication
(i1, s1, j1)(i2, s2, j2) = (i1, s1pj1i2s2, j2),
for (i1, s1, j1), (i2, s2, j2) ∈ I ×S ×J . The semigroup S can be a monoid or, even more particularly, it can be a group.
In this last case the Rees matrix semigroup is a completely simple semigroup (see [4]), that is, it has no proper two-sided
ideals and it has minimal left and right ideals. Moreover, the Rees Theorem states that a semigroup is completely simple
if and only if it is isomorphic to a Rees matrix semigroup M[S; I, J ;P ] where S is a group.
It will be fundamental in our work to have in mind the paper of Ayik and Ruškuc [1], where the authors consider ﬁnite
presentability of Rees matrix semigroups. Let S be a semigroup and let U be the ideal of S generated by the entries of
the matrix P . It was proved in [1] that the Rees matrix semigroup M[S; I, J ;P ] is ﬁnitely presented if and only if the
semigroup S is ﬁnitely presented and the sets S\U , I and J are ﬁnite. In order to prove this result, it was essential to
know that given semigroups S and U such that S\U is ﬁnite (in this case we say that U is a large subsemigroup of S),
U is ﬁnitely presented if S is also ﬁnitely presented [21]. However, it is unknown if large subsemigroups of semigroups
having FDT also have the same property. The converse of this last statement for monoids was given by Wang in [22].
With respect to the FDT property, we will show that
Theorem 1 (Main theorem). Let M[S; I, J ;P ] be a ﬁnitely presented Rees matrix semigroup.
(i) If M[S; I, J ;P ] has FDT then the semigroup S also has FDT.
(ii) If S is a monoid and the ideal of S generated by the entries of P has FDT, then so does M[S; I, J ;P ].
If some entry of the matrix P is an invertible element, then U = S. This occurs, in particular, when S is a group.
Thus, by Theorem 1 we have the following
Theorem 2. Let S be a group. A ﬁnitely presented completely simple semigroup M[S; I, J ;P ] has FDT if and only if
the group S has FDT.
Recall that in general,M[S; I, J ;P ] is not a monoid. Hence, the ﬁrst thing to be done towards our aim is to introduce
the notion of ﬁnite derivation type on the class of semigroups.
2. Preliminaries
We give a brief description of the main concepts used along the paper. For further information the reader is referred
to [2,20] for presentations and rewriting systems, to [11] for 2-complexes and to [16,17] for Squier complexes.
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2.1. The Squier complex
Let P = 〈A | R〉 be a semigroup presentation. The Squier complex D(P) associated to P has underlying graph with
vertices A+ and edges of the form
E = (w1, r, , w2), w1, w2 ∈ A∗, r = (r+1, r−1) ∈ R and  = ±1,
with initial vertex E = w1rw2, terminal vertex E = w1r−w2 and inverse edge E−1 = (w1, r,−, w2). For each
vertex v we introduce an empty path 1v with no edges. It is conventionalized that 1v = 1v = v and 1−1v = 1v . The
concatenation product in A∗, induces natural left and right actions of A∗ on this graph: for any x, y ∈ A∗ and any
vertex v ∈ A+, we deﬁne x · v = xv and v ·y = vy, and for any edge E = (w1, r, , w2), let x ·E = (xw1, r, , w2) and
E · y = (w1, r, , w2y). These actions can be naturally extended to paths. Clearly, from the deﬁnition, each connected
component of the graph represents a congruence class of the Thue congruence ←→∗
R
, and hence there is a bijection
between the set of all the connected components and the semigroup deﬁned by P .
Given any pathsP1 andP2 on the above graph, we can consider two new paths (P1 ·P2)(P1 ·P2) and (P1 ·P2)(P1 ·
P2), with the same initial vertex and the same terminal vertex. It is convenient to consider both paths as ‘essentially the
same’. With that propose, let us ﬁrst denote by [P1,P2] the closed path (P1 · P2)(P1 ·P2)(P1 · P2)−1(P1 ·P2)−1.
Now, by deﬁnition, the Squier complex D(P) has deﬁning paths of the form [E1, E2], for any edges E1, E2. Based on
these deﬁning paths it can be introduced a homotopy relation ∼ in D(P) in the following way: two paths P and Q are
said to be homotopic, and we write P ∼ Q, if one can be obtained from the other by a ﬁnite sequence of the following
operations:
(I) Insert or delete a subpath EE−1, for any edge E;
(II) Insert or delete a subpath P or P−1, for every deﬁning path.
A closed path which is homotopic to an empty path is said to be null-homotopic. It follows by induction that, for any
paths P1 and P2, we get
(P1 · P2)(P1 · P2) ∼ (P1 · P2)(P1 · P2).
The set of all homotopy classes [P], of closed paths P with initial vertex v, together with the multiplication [P][Q] =
[PQ], form a group 1(D(P), v) known as the fundamental group of D(P) at v.
Let X be a set of closed paths on D = D(P). We can consider an extended 2-complex DX obtained from the
2-complex D adjoining new deﬁning paths of the form x · P · y, for any P in X and any x, y ∈ A∗. We get a new
homotopy relation which will be denoted by ∼X . The set X is said to be a trivializer of D if the 2-complex DX has
trivial fundamental groups. A ﬁnite presentation P is said to be of FDT if there is a ﬁnite trivializer of D.
An ‘algebraic’ deﬁnition of FDT was ﬁrst introduced for monoids by Squier in [8], and an equivalent one was given
by Pride [16] replacingA+ byA∗ in the above deﬁnitions. Observe that a semigroup presentationP = 〈A | R〉 deﬁning
a semigroup S is also a monoid presentation deﬁning the monoid S1 obtained from S by adding an identity element.
Clearly, the Squier complexD1(P) associated to the monoid presentationP is the disjoint union of the Squier complex
D(P) deﬁned above with an isolated vertex (and no paths) corresponding to the empty word. Since D(P) is invariant
under left and right actions of A∗ on D1(P) and since trivializers can be assumed with only non-empty paths, then a
set X of closed paths is a trivializer of D(P) if and only if X is a trivializer of D1(P). Hence, from Theorem 4.3 in [8]
we get
Theorem 3. Let P1 and P2 be ﬁnite semigroup presentations deﬁning the same semigroup. The presentation P1 has
FDT if and only if P2 also has FDT.
Having proved that FDT is an invariant property of ﬁnitely presented semigroups, we are now able to refer to a
ﬁnitely presented semigroup having FDT as an FDT semigroup.
3. Strategy of proof of (i) of the Main Theorem
Let M[S; I, J ;P ] be a Rees matrix semigroup. Suppose that M[S; I, J ;P ] has FDT.
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As M[S; I, J ;P ] is ﬁnitely presented, it can be presented by a ﬁnite presentation P = 〈A | R〉 in terms of a
generating set of the form I × Y × J , with Y a ﬁnite subset of S. Hence, the elements of A are those of the form
a(i, y, j), for i ∈ I , j ∈ J and y ∈ Y . The set Y ∪ {pji | j ∈ J, i ∈ I } generates S (Proposition 2.2 in [1]), and thus
we take a new alphabet
C = {c(y) | y ∈ Y } ∪ {d(j, i) | j ∈ J, i ∈ I },
representing the generating set.
There is a mapping  from A+ to C+ deﬁned by
(a(i1, y1, j1) · · · a(im, ym, jm)) = c(y1)d(j1, i2)c(y2) · · · d(jm−1, im)c(ym),
where i1, . . . , im ∈ I , y1, . . . , ym ∈ Y and j1, . . . , jm ∈ J . Observe that the elements in Im begin and end with
c(y)’s, and in their decomposition c(y)’s and d(j, i)’s alternate.
By Lemma 3.1 in [1], for any y, y′ ∈ Y , i ∈ I and j ∈ J , we can ﬁx words (y, y′) and (j, i) in Im such that the
equalities c(y)c(y′) = (y, y′) and d(j, i) = (j, i) hold in S.
According to Theorem 3.4 in [1], with the above notation, the semigroup S is deﬁned by the ﬁnite presentation Q
with generators C and rewriting rules
(u)=(v) ((u, v) ∈ R), (1)
c(y)c(y′)= (y, y′) (y, y′ ∈ Y ), (2)
d(j, i)= (j, i) (j ∈ J, i ∈ I ), (3)
in terms of the generating set Y ∪ {pji | j ∈ J, i ∈ I }.
In this paper, we will identify the rewriting rules of the presentation Q, as type (1), (2) or (3), in the obvious sense.
In Section 5 we will show that the mapping  induces a mapping of 2-complexes, also denoted by , from D(P)
to D(Q)—see Lemma 6. Also, we will identify a particular ﬁnite set of closed paths W in the Squier complex D(Q)
depending on the sets I , J , Y and R.
With the above notation we have the following.
Theorem 4. If X is a trivializer for D(P) then (X) ∪ W is a trivializer for D(Q).
Notice that ifM[S; I, J ;P ] has FDT then for any ﬁnite presentation deﬁningM[S; I, J ;P ] there is a ﬁnite trivializer
of the Squier complex associated to the presentation. In particular, there is a ﬁnite trivializer X for the Squier complex
associated to the above presentation P . Hence, by Theorem 4, there is a ﬁnite trivializer (X) ∪ W for the Squier
complex D(Q) associated to the presentation Q that deﬁnes the semigroup S. Thus S has also FDT. We conclude that
the part (i) of the Main Theorem holds.
Now, the proof of Theorem 4 will be done in Section 5 following the next two steps:
(a) every closed path in Im is null-homotopic in D(Q)(X)—see Lemma 7;
(b) every closed path in D(Q) is homotopic in D(Q)W to a path of the form PQP−1 where Q is a closed path in
Im—see Lemma 14.
It follows from both steps that every closed path in D(Q) is null-homotopic in D(Q)(X)∪W.
4. Strategy of proof of (ii) of the Main Theorem
Let S be a monoid and let M[S; I, J ;P ] be a ﬁnitely presented Rees matrix semigroup. Suppose that the ideal U of
S generated by the entries of the matrix P has FDT.
We will show that M[S; I, J ;P ] has FDT provided that U has FDT. Notice that, as stated in [1], the semigroup
M[S; I, J ;P ] is ﬁnitely presented if and only if S is ﬁnitely presented and S\U , I and J are ﬁnite. Also, U is ﬁnitely
presented whenever S is ﬁnitely presented [21].
The semigroup U can be presented by a ﬁnite presentation 〈D | T 〉 in terms of a generating set of the form
{hpjih′ | h, h′ ∈ H, j ∈ J, i ∈ I } where H is a ﬁnite subset of S containing 1. Hence the elements of D have the form
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d(h, j, i, h′) with (h, j, i, h′) ∈ H × J × I × H . The set I × (H 2 ∪ S\U) × J is ﬁnite and generates M[S; I, J ;P ]
(Proposition 2.3 in [1]). This generating set can be represented by the following two alphabets:
E = {e(i, h′, h, j) | i ∈ I, h′, h ∈ H, j ∈ J }
and
F = {f (i, s, j) | i ∈ I, s ∈ S\U, j ∈ J }.
Now we can consider the mapping 	: I × H × D+ × H × J −→ E+ deﬁned by
	(i, h′, w, h, j) = e(i, h′, h1, j1)e(i1, h′1, h2, j2) · · · e(im, h′m, h, j),
where w = d(h1, j1, i1, h′1) · · · d(hm, jm, im, h′m) ∈ D+, i ∈ I , h′, h ∈ H and j ∈ J . We remark that 	 is injective.
Also, note that the image of 	, Im	, is the set E+\E. Using the convention that 	(i, h′, 1, h, j) = e(i, h′, h, j), we
have
	(i, h′, w1d(h1, j1, i1, h′1)w2, h, j) = 	(i, h′, w1, h1, j1)	(i1, h′1, w2, h, j),
for all w1, w2 ∈ D∗. Using the mapping 	, we are able to deﬁne the set
W = {	(i, 1, w, 1, j) | i ∈ I, w ∈ D+, j ∈ J }.
We remark that the result of the concatenation of elements of W is also in W .
By Lemma 4.1 in [1], we can ﬁx words (i, h′, h, j) ∈ W ∪ F , (i′, i′′, j ′, j ′′, s′, s′′), 
(i, i′, j, j ′, h, h′, s′),
(i, i′, j, j ′, h, h′, s′) ∈ W such that the relations
e(i, h′, h, j)= (i, h′, h, j), (4)
f (i′, s′, j ′)f (i′′, s′′, j ′′)= (i′, i′′, j ′, j ′′, s′, s′′), (5)
f (i′, s′, j ′)e(i, h′, h, j)= 
(i, i′, j, j ′, h, h′, s′), (6)
e(i, h′, h, j)f (i′, s′, j ′)= (i, i′, j, j ′, h, h′, s′), (7)
hold in S, for any i, i′, i′′ ∈ I , j, j ′, j ′′ ∈ J , h, h′ ∈ H and s′, s′′ ∈ S\U .
With the above notation, Theorem 4.4 in [1], states that the Rees matrix semigroup M[S; I, J ;P ] admits the ﬁnite
presentation K with generators E ∪ F and rewriting rules (4), (5), (6), (7) and
	(i, h′, u, h, j) = 	(i, h′, v, h, j), (8)
for any (u, v) ∈ T , i, i′, i′′ ∈ I , j, j ′, j ′′ ∈ J , h, h′ ∈ H and s′, s′′ ∈ S\U , in terms of the generating set I × (H 2 ∪
S\U) × J .
It turns out that 	 can be extended to a mapping of graphs. In fact, introducing a new ﬁnite set V of closed paths
of the form 	(i, h′, [E1, E2], h, j), with E1 = (1, u1 = v1, 1, 1) and E2 = (1, u2 = v2, 2, 1), we can extend 	 to a
mapping of 2-complexes from I × H × D(〈D | T 〉) × H × J to D(K)V—see Lemma 15.
Along Section 6 we will introduce another ﬁnite set of closed paths Z. With this new set we get the following
Theorem 5. If Y is a trivializer for D(〈D | T 〉) then 	(I × H × Y × H × J ) ∪ V ∪ Z is a trivializer of D(K).
Since U has FDT it follows that the Squier complex associated to the presentation 〈D | T 〉 has a ﬁnite trivializer,
say Y. It follows, by Theorem 5, that 	(I × H × Y × H × J ) ∪ V ∪ Z is a trivializer of D(K). Since I , J , H , Y, V
and Z are ﬁnite sets we conclude that D(K) has FDT. Therefore M[S; I, J ;P ] has FDT. We deduce from the above
that the part (ii) of the Main Theorem holds.
In Section 6 we prove Theorem 5 using the same strategy used in the proof of Theorem 4. The proof has two steps:
(a) every closed path in Im	 is null-homotopic in D(K)	(I×H×Y×H×J )∪V—see Lemma 16;
(b) every closed path inD(K) is homotopic inD(K)V∪Z to either an empty path or to a path of the form PQP−1 where
Q is a closed path in Im—see Lemma 23.
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5. A trivializer for S
As announced before, the aim of this section is to prove Theorem 4.
For a word w = a(i1, y1, j1) · · · a(im, ym, jm) in A+ we deﬁne (w) = i1 and (w) = jm. With this notation, for
w1, w2 ∈ A+, we have
(w1w2) = (w1)d((w1), (w2))(w2).
Notice that, given a pair (u, v) ∈ R, the words u and v represent the same element inM[S; I, J ;P ]. Hence (u) = (v)
and (u) = (v).
Next, we will extend the mapping  to a mapping of graphs between the underlying graphs of D(P) and D(Q). For
each edge E = (1, (u, v), , 1) in D(P), with (u, v) ∈ R and  = ±1, we deﬁne (E) = (1, ((u),(v)), , 1). Given
a word w ∈ A+ we ﬁx (w · E) = (w)d((w), (u)) ·(E). Analogously, we deﬁne (E ·w) and (w1 · E ·w2), for
w,w1, w2 ∈ A+. With the above deﬁnitions  is a mapping of graphs.
Lemma 6.  induces a mapping of 2-complexes from D(P) to D(Q).
Proof. Given a deﬁning path [E1, E2], where E1 and E2 are edges in D(P), noticing that (Ei ) = (Ei ) and (Ei ) =
(Ei ), for i = 1, 2, we have
([E1, E2])=((E1 · E2)(E1 · E2)(E−11 · E2)(E1 · E−12 ))
=(E1 · E2)(E1 · E2)(E−11 · E2)(E1 · E−12 )
= ((E1) · d(E2))((E1)d · (E2))((E−11 ) · d(E2))((E1)d · (E−12 )),
where d = d((E1), (E2)). Hence, we have
([E1, E2]) = [(E1), d((E1), (E2)) · (E2)],
which is a deﬁning path on D(Q). 
Observe that the edges in D(Q) with extremities in Im are those with type (1) rewriting rules. Hence the induced
subgraph of D(Q) with vertex set Im coincides with the image under  of the underlying graph of D(P). This
induced subgraph will be abusively denoted by Im.
Next, for each i ∈ I and j ∈ J , we deﬁne a mapping 	i,j from Im to A+. For a word w = c(y1)d(j1, i2)c(y2) · · ·
d(jm−1, im)c(ym) in Im, we deﬁne 	i,j (w) as being the word
a(i, y1, j1)a(i2, y2, j2) · · · a(im, ym, j).
Notice that for words w1 and w2 in Im, and for i0, i ∈ I and j0, j ∈ J , we have
	i0,j0(w1d(j, i)w2) = 	i0,j (w1)	i,j0(w2).
Also, for all i ∈ I and j ∈ J , the composition mapping  ◦ 	i,j is the identity mapping on Im. Intuitively, the
mapping 	i,j acts as a kind of inverse of , mapping an element w of S into the element (i, w, j) of M[S; I, J ;P ].
Observe that, given a rewriting rule (u, v) ∈ R the equality (u) = (v) holds in S. Thus, for each i ∈ I and
j ∈ J , 	i,j ◦ (u) = 	i,j ◦ (v) holds in M[S; I, J ;P ]. By enlarging R if necessary, we can assume that each pair
(	i,j ◦ (u),	i,j ◦ (v)) is in R. Note that R is still ﬁnite, since  ◦ 	i,j is the identity mapping on Im, and both I
and J are ﬁnite.
Fixed elements i0 ∈ I and j0 ∈ J , we will extend the mapping 	i0,j0 to a mapping of graphs from Im to the
underlying graph of D(P). Hence, for an edge E = (w1d(j, i),(u) = (v), , d(k, l)w2), where i, l ∈ I , j, k ∈ J ,
(u, v) ∈ R,  = ±1 and w1, w2 ∈ Im, we deﬁne
	i0,j0(E) = (	i0,j (w1),	i,k ◦ (u) = 	i,k ◦ (v), ,	l,j0(w2)).
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If w1d(j, i) = 1 we deﬁne
	i0,j0(E) = (1,	i0,k ◦ (u) = 	i0,k ◦ (v), ,	l,j0(w2))
and the case d(k, l)w2 = 1 is deﬁned analogously. We observe that  ◦ 	i0,j0(E) = E, for any edge E in Im.
Let X be a ﬁnite trivializer of D(P) and let (X) denote the set of paths obtained by the image through  of each
closed path on X.
Now, easily, we have the following
Lemma 7. Every closed path in Im is null-homotopic in D(Q)(X).
Proof. Let Q be a closed path on Im. Since X is a trivializer of D(P) then 	i0,j0(Q) ∼X 1. Now, we have seen that
 is a mapping of 2-complexes from D(P) to D(Q). Therefore  ◦ 	i0,j0(Q) ∼(A∗·X·A∗) 1. Observing that
(w1 · P · w2) = (w1)d((w1), (P)) · (P) · d((P), (w2))(w2),
for all P ∈ X and w1, w2 ∈ A+, we get  ◦	i0,j0(Q) ∼(X) 1. But  ◦	i0,j0(Q) = Q. Hence, we obtain Q ∼(X) 1 as
required. 
In order to prove that every closed path P in D(Q) is null-homotopic, the idea is to obtain from P a ‘homotopic’
path Q which is in Im. The ﬁnite set (X) is not enough to achieve homotopy between P and Q. A new ﬁnite set W
of deﬁning paths will be introduced. These deﬁning paths are marked along the section from W1 to W4.
Let PR(Q) denote the set of empty paths together with all paths in D(Q) with edges of the form w1 · Er · w2, for
any w1, w2 ∈ C∗ and
Er = (1,(u) = (v), , 1), (r = (u, v) ∈ R and  = ±1).
By P+(Q) we denote the set of empty paths together with those paths in D(Q) that only contain edges of the form
w1 · E(y,y′) · w2 and w1 · E(j,i) · w2, for any w1, w2 ∈ C∗,
E(y,y′) = (1, c(y)c(y′) = (y, y′), , 1) (y, y′ ∈ Y and  = +1)
and
E(j,i) = (1, d(j, i) = (j, i), , 1) (j ∈ J, i ∈ I and  = +1).
By P−(Q) we denote the set of those paths in D(Q) containing edges of the same form as in P+(Q), but with  = −1.
It is known that, by systematically applying positive elementary transformations of types (2) and (3) to a word in
C+ we can obtain a word in Im (see Lemma 3.2 in [1]). That is, from any word w in C+ there is a path in P+(Q)
starting at w and ending at a word of Im. We observe that there may exist more than one such path starting at each
such word and possibly ending at distinct words of Im. The process consists of applying type (3) rewriting rules in
such a way that we obtain a word beginning and ending with c(y)’s and with no two consecutive d(j, i)’s. The process
follows with type (2) rewriting rules obtaining a word with no two consecutive c(y)’s.
We recall that for any two words w1, w2 in Im such that w1 = w2 in S then the equality 	i0,j0(w1) = 	i0,j0(w2)
holds in M[S; I, J ;P ]. Hence, there is a path in D(P) from 	i0,j0(w1) to 	i0,j0(w2). As we observed the image of
this path through  is a path in Im from w1 to w2.
Given y1, y2, y3 in Y there are two edges in P+(Q) starting at c(y1)c(y2)c(y3) and with overlapped rewriting rules,
namely E(y1,y2) · c(y3) and c(y1) ·E(y2,y3). The words (y1, y2) and (y2, y3) are in Im, and thus (y1, y2) = w1c(y′)
and (y2, y3) = c(y′′)w2, for some w1, w2 ∈ C∗ and y′, y′′ ∈ Y .
Now, there are edgesw1 ·E(y′,y3) and E(y1,y′′) ·w2 inP+(Q) such that the equalities (E(y1,y2) ·c(y3)) = (w1 ·E(y′,y3)),
(c(y1) ·E(y2,y3)) = (E(y1,y′′) ·w2) hold and (w1 ·E(y′,y3)), (E(y1,y′′) ·w2) ∈ Im. Hence, we can ﬁx a path Qy1,y2,y3
in Im from (w1 · E(y′,y3)) to (E(y1,y′′) · w2) (see Fig. 1).
With the previous notation, for any y1, y2, y3 ∈ Y , let us introduce the closed paths in D(Q) of the form
(W1) (E(y1,y2) · c(y3))(w1 · E(y′,y3))Qy1,y2,y3(E(y1,y′′) · w2)−1(c(y1) · E(y2,y3))−1.
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Fig. 1. The graph of the closed path (E(y1,y2) · c(y3))(w1 · E(y′,y3))Qy1,y2,y3 (E(y1,y′′) · w2)−1(c(y1) · E(y2,y3))−1.
Observe that
(E(y1,y2) · c(y3))−1(c(y1) · E(y2,y3)) ∼W (w1 · E(y′,y3))Qy1,y2,y3(E(y1,y′′) · w2)−1,
where c(y1) · E(y2,y3), w1 · E(y′,y3) ∈ P+(Q), (E(y1,y2) · c(y3))−1, (E(y1,y′′) · w2)−1 ∈ P−(Q) and Qy1,y2,y3 ∈ PR(Q).
Lemma 8. Let E+ and E− be edges in P+(Q) and P−(Q), respectively, such that E− = E+. Then either E−E+ is a
null-homotopic path or there exist edges E′+ ∈ P+(Q) and E′− ∈ P−(Q), and a path Q ∈ PR(Q) such that
E−E+ ∼W E′+QE′−.
Proof. If the edges E+ and E− have disjoint occurrences of the rewriting rules, the required homotopy is obvious taking
Q as the empty path.
Otherwise, E+ and E− are mutually inverse, that is E+ = E−1− and thus E−E+ is a null-homotopic path or there are
words w1, w2 ∈ C∗ and y1, y2, y3 ∈ Y , such that E+ is one of
w1 · E(y1,y2) · c(y3)w2,
w1c(y1) · E(y2,y3) · w2
and E− is the inverse edge of the remaining one. Hence, attending to the deﬁnition of W, we obtain the intended
result. 
Let y, y′ ∈ Y , j ∈ J and i ∈ I . There is an edge in P+(Q) from the word c(y)d(j, i)c(y′) of Im to a word
c(y)(j, i)c(y′) not in Im, that is
c(y) · E(j,i) · c(y′).
Any edge of the form w1c(y) · E(j,i) · c(y′)w2, with w1, w2 ∈ C∗, is said to be an edge with a type (3) rewriting rule
between c(y)’s. Now, the word (j, i) is of the form c(y1)w, with y1 ∈ Y and w ∈ C∗. Hence, there is a path in P+(Q)




for y2 ∈ Y and w′ ∈ C∗ such that (y, y1)w = w′c(y2). As referred before, (c(y) · E(j,i) · c(y′)) = c(y)d(j, i)c(y′)
and (w′ · E(y2,y′)) = w′(y2, y′) are words in Im. Thus, there is a path Qy,y′,j,i in Im joining them (see Fig. 2).
Maintaining the previous notation, for every y, y′ ∈ Y , j ∈ J and i ∈ I , let us consider the closed paths in D(Q) of
the form
(W2) (c(y) · E(j,i) · c(y′))(E(y,y1) · wc(y′))(w′ · E(y2,y′))Q−1y,y′,j,i .
Notice that
(c(y) · E(j,i) · c(y′)) ∼W Qy,y′,j,i (w′ · E(y2,y′))−1(E(y,y1) · wc(y′))−1,
where (c(y) · E(j,i) · c(y′)) ∈ P+(Q), (E(y,y1) ·wc(y′))−1, (w′ · E(y2,y′))−1 ∈ P−(Q) and Qy,y′,j,i ∈ PR(Q) with both
(E(y,y1) · wc(y′))−1 and (w′ · E(y2,y′))−1 involving type (2) rewriting rules.
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Fig. 2. The graph of the closed path (c(y) · E(j,i) · c(y′))(E(y,y1) · wc(y′))(w′ · E(y2,y′)) Q−1y,y′,j,i .
Fig. 3. Closed paths of the form W3 and W4.
Now, it easily follows the
Lemma 9. Let P be a path in D(Q) with an edge having a type (3) rewriting rule between c(y)’s. Then there is a path
P′ such that P ∼W P′ and P′ has one less edge with a type (3) rewriting rule.
Let y ∈ Y and Er be an edge in PR(Q), with r = (u, v) ∈ R and  = ±1. The endpoints of Er , Er and Er , have the
form c(y1)w and c(y′1)w′, respectively, for some y1, y′1 ∈ Y and w,w′ ∈ C∗. The edges E(y,y1) · w and c(y) · Er , start
at the same vertex, c(y)c(y1)w, and they overlap. Hence, we will consider the closed paths of the form (see Fig. 3)
(W3) (c(y) · Er )(E(y,y′1) · w′)(Py,r,)−1(E(y,y1) · w)−1,




r and Er , have the
form wc(y2) and w′c(y′2), respectively, for some y2, y′2 ∈ Y and w,w′ ∈ C∗. We consider the paths having the form
(W4) (Er · c(y))(w′ · E(y′2,y))(Qy,r,)−1(w · E(y2,y))−1,
where Qy,r, is a path in Im from w(y2, y) to w′(y′2, y).
Lemma 10. Let Q be an edge in PR(Q) and E+ an edge in P+(Q) such that Q = E+. If the rewriting rule in E+ is
not of type (3) between c(y)’s, then there exists an edge E′+ ∈ P+(Q) and a path Q′ ∈ PR(Q) such that
QE+ ∼W E′+Q′.
Proof. Let r = (u, v) ∈ R, w1, w2 ∈ C∗ and  = ±1 be such that Q = w1 · Er · w2. If Q and E+ have disjoint
occurrences of the rewriting rules then the required homotopy is obvious. Otherwise, if Q and E+ have rewriting rules
that overlap, then the rewriting rule on E+ either is of type (2) or it is of type (3) between c(y)’s. Hence the case
described previously to this lemma occurs. Maintaining the notation, there are z ∈ C∗ and y ∈ Y such that w1 = zc(y)
or w2 = c(y)z. Suppose that w1 = zc(y) (analogously for w2 = c(y)z). Then
QE+ ∼W E′+Q′,
where E′+ = z · E(y,y1) · ww2 and Q′ is the path z · Py,r, · w2. 
Notice that, with the notation of the previous lemma, we have
(QE+)−1 ∼W (E′+Q′)−1.
Consequently, it easily follows that
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Lemma 11. Let Q be an edge in PR(Q) and E− an edge in P−(Q) such that E− = Q. If the rewriting rule in E− is
not of type (3) between c(y)’s, then there exists an edge E′− ∈ P−(Q) and a path Q′ ∈ PR(Q) such that
E−Q ∼W Q′E′−.
Observe that in the Lemmas 8, 10 and 11 the obtained homotopies do not increase the number of edges of P+(Q)∪
P−(Q) and the type of rewriting rule is maintained.
Lemma 12. Let P be a path in D(Q). There are paths P+ ∈ P+(Q), Q ∈ PR(Q) and P− ∈ P−(Q) such that
P ∼W P+QP−.
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on the number m of edges in P having a rewriting rule of type (3). If m = 0,
by Lemmas 8, 10 and 11, we can commute Ei’s in such a way that an Ei in P+(Q) goes to the left and an Ei in P−(Q)
goes to the right. We observe that this process ends since each commutation does not increase the number of Ei’s in
P+(Q) ∪ P−(Q).
Now, let m > 0. If P = E1 · · · En is a path with an edge Ei having a type (3) rewriting rule between c(y)’s, then
by Lemma 9 there is a path P′ such that P ∼W P′ and P′ has one less edge with a type (3) rewriting rule. Therefore,
the statement follows by induction. Otherwise, by Lemmas 8, 10 and 11, we can commute the edges in a way similar
to the case m = 0. In this process two cases might occur: we obtain a path with an edge having a type (3) rewriting
rule between c(y)’s and then the lemma follows by induction; or the process continues and we obtain the expected
homotopy. 
Observe that, in the previous lemma, the paths P+ and P− obtained have no edges with a type (3) rewriting rule
between c(y)’s.
Lemma 13. Let P be a path in D(Q) such that P, P ∈ Im. Then there exists a path Q in Im such that
P ∼W Q.
Proof. By Lemma 12, the path P is homotopic in D(Q)W to a path of the form P+ Q P−, where P+ ∈ P+(Q),
Q ∈ PR(Q) and P− ∈ P−(Q). From the last observation the paths P+ and P− have no edges with rewriting rules of
type (3) between c(y)’s.
There is no edge in P+(Q), except a type (3) rewriting rule between c(y)’s, starting at a word in Im. Consequently,
since P = P+ ∈ Im, the path P+ is the empty one. Analogously, P− is the empty path. Thus Q is a path in PR(Q)
such that Q ∈ Im. Hence Q is a path in Im. 
Lemma 14. Let P be a closed path in D(Q). There exists a path P+ ∈ P+(Q) and a closed path Q ∈ Im such that
P ∼W P+QP−1+ .
Proof. From P = P there is a path P+ in P+(Q) starting at P and ending at a word in Im. Obviously, P ∼
P+P−1+ PP+P−1+ . Now, the path P−1+ PP+ starts and ends at Im. Consequently, by Lemma 13, there is a path Q in
Im such that P−1+ PP+ ∼W Q. Hence P ∼W P+QP−1+ . 
6. A trivializer for M[S; I, J ;P ]
In this section we prove Theorem 5.
Lemma 15. 	 induces a mapping of 2-complexes from I × H × D(〈D | T 〉) × H × J to D(K)V.
Proof. Regarding the rewriting rule (8), the mapping 	 can be extended to a mapping of 2-complexes
	 : I × H × D(〈D | T 〉) × H × J −→ D(K)V
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inductively by
(i, h′, E, h, j) → (1,	(i, h′, u, h, j) = 	(i, h′, v, h, j), , 1),
(i, h′, wd · E, h, j) → 	(i, h′, w, h1, j1) · 	(i1, h′1, E, h, j),
(i, h′, E · dw, h, j) → 	(i, h′, E, h1, j1) · 	(i1, h′1, w, h, j),
for any edge E = (1, u = v, , 1) of D(〈D | T 〉), w ∈ D∗ and d = d(h1, j1, i1, h′1) ∈ D.
A deﬁning path of I × H × D(〈D | T 〉) × H × J has the form (i, h′, [E1, E2], h, j), for edges E1 and E2 in
D(〈D | T 〉), i ∈ I , j ∈ J and h, h′ ∈ H . Given edges E1 and E2 in D(〈D | T 〉) and d = d(h1, j1, i1, h′1) ∈ D we
have [E1, d · E2] = [E1 · d, E2] and, by the deﬁnition of 	, we get
	(i, h′, [E1, d · E2], h, j)=	(i, h′, E1 · dE2, h, j)	(i, h′, E1d · E2, h, j)
	(i, h′, E−11 · dE2, h, j)	(i, h′, E1d · E−12 , h, j)
= [	(i, h′, E1, h1, j1),	(i1, h′1, E2, h, j)]
which is a deﬁning path on D(K). Otherwise, given edges E1 and E2 of the form (1, u1 = v1, 1, 1) and (1, u2 =
v2, 2, 1), respectively, and w1, w2 ∈ D∗, then regarding the paths of the form V we conclude that 	(i, h′, w1 ·
[E1, E2] · w2, h, j) is null-homotopic in D(K)V. 
Observe that the graph Im	 obtained by the image of the underlying graph of I ×H ×D(〈D | T 〉)×H × J under
	, which is a subgraph of D(K), is formed by all the edges with a type (8) rewriting rule. Also notice that 	 maps
edges into edges. Clearly the underlying graph of I × H × D(〈D | T 〉) × H × J is isomorphic to the subgraph of
D(K) determined by the image of 	.
Lemma 16. Every closed path in Im	 is null-homotopic in the 2-complex D(K)	(I×H×Y×H×J )∪V.
Proof. Let Q be a closed path in Im	. By the previous observation there is a closed path P in D(〈D | T 〉) and i ∈ I ,
j ∈ J , h, h′ ∈ H such that 	(i, h′,P, h, j) = Q. Since Y is a trivializer of D(〈D | T 〉) the path (i, h′,P, h, j) is
null-homotopic. Hence, we get
	(i, h′,P, h, j) = Q ∼	(I×H×(D∗·Y·D∗)×H×J )∪V 1.
Now, observe that, by the deﬁnition of 	, the identities
	(i, h′, wd · P′, h, j) = 	(i, h′, w, h1, j1) · 	(i1, h′1,P′, h, j)
	(i, h′,P′ · dw, h, j) = 	(i, h′,P′, h1, j1) · 	(i1, h′1, w, h, j).
hold for every P′ ∈ Y, w ∈ D∗ and d = d(h1, j1, i1, h′1) ∈ D. It follows that Q ∼	(I×H×Y×H×J )∪V 1 as required. 
Our next step is to show that every closed path inD(K) is ‘homotopic’ to some closed path in Im	 and consequently,
by Lemma 16, it is null-homotopic. For that propose we will consider some new deﬁning paths. Let Z denote the ﬁnite
set of closed paths with the marks from Z1 to Z12 introduced later in the section.
We begin by introducing some notation. In a similar way to the previous section, P+(K) denotes the set of all paths
with positive edges having rewriting rules of types (4)–(7) together with the empty paths. Replacing positive edges by
negative edges we have P−(K). By PR(K) we denote the set of all paths, including empty paths, with edges having
type (8) rewriting rules.
We say that a word w is reducible to Im	 if either it belongs to Im	 or there is a non-empty positive path,
P+ ∈ P+(K), starting at w and ending at a word of Im	.
Notice that, if w = e(i, h′, h, j) ∈ E and (i, h′, h, j) /∈ F then w is reducible. If w /∈ E ∪ F then w is also
reducible, and we obtain a path P+ by systematically eliminating all letters f (i′, s′, j ′) at w using positive edges of
types (5), (6) and (7). The words of (E ∪ F)+ which are not reducible to Im	 are the letters of F and those letters in
E, e(i, h′, h, j), such that (i, h′, h, j) ∈ F .
From the last observation it follows
Lemma 17. A closed path, at some vertex not reducible to Im	, is a null-homotopic path.
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Fig. 4. The graph of the closed path E−1
 (f · E)E′Q−1
 .
Proof. For a letter e(i, h′, h, j) ∈ E such that (i, h′, h, j) ∈ F there is a unique positive edge starting at e(i, h′, h, j).
Thus, a closed path with initial vertex (i, h′, h, j) is a sequence of mutually inverse edges. Note also that there is no
edge in P+(K) starting at some letter of F . 
Note that, given two vertices w and w′ in the same connected component of Im	 there is a path Q on Im	 such
that Q = w and Q = w′.
Let i, i′ ∈ I , j, j ′ ∈ J , h, h′ ∈ H and s′ ∈ S\U . There are two edges in P+(K) starting at the same vertex,
f (i′, s′, j ′)e(i, h′, h, j), and with overlapped rewriting rules, namely:




(i,i′,j,j ′,h,h′,s′) = (1, f (i′, s′, j ′)e(i, h′, h, j) = 
(i, i′, j, j ′, h, h′, s′),+1, 1).
The word E
 is in Im	, however (f · E) is not in Im	. Depending on whether (i, h′, h, j) belongs to W or to F ,
the word (f · E) has the form f (i′, s′, j ′)e(i0, 1, h0, j0)w or f (i′, s′, j ′)f (i0, s0, j0), respectively, for some words
e(i0, 1, h0, j0)w ∈ E+ and f (i0, s0, j0) ∈ F . In both cases, there is an edge E′ in D(K), of type (6) or (5), such that
E′ = (f · E) and E′ ∈ Im	.
Now we have a path E−1




′ (see Fig. 4). Let us consider the deﬁning paths of the form
(Z1) E−1
 (f · E)(E
′ · w)Q−1
 or E−1
 (f · E)EQ−1
 ,
depending on whether (i, h′, h, j) belongs, respectively, to W or to F . With the same notation we have the homotopy
E−1
 (f · E) ∼Z Q
(E
′ · w)−1 or E−1
 (f · E) ∼Z Q
E−1 ,
with f · E ∈ P+(K), E−1
 , (E
′ · w)−1, E−1 ∈ P−(K) and Q
 ∈ PR(K).
Considering the overlaps between the starting vertices of edges in P+(K), other cases occur. In order to solve all
overlaps, as in the previous case, we will considerer deﬁning paths for each situation. Let us introduce the deﬁning
paths of the form
(Z2) E−1 (E · f )(w · E′)Q−1 or E−1 (E · f )EQ−1 ,
depending on whether (i, h′, h, j) belongs, respectively, to W or to F . Consider also the closed paths of the form
(Z3) (E · f ′′)−1(f · E′)(E
 · w′)Q−1′(w · E)−1,




(Z5) (E · f ′)−1(e · E)Q−1 (w · E′)−1,




 · f ′)−1(f · E)(E
′ · w′)Q−1
 (w · E′)−1.
Table 1 summarizes the cases under consideration that may occur. It shows the pair of edges having overlapped
starting vertex and the resultant homotopy induced by the correspondent path of Z.
Notice that each path Q
, Q, Q′ , Q
, Q, Q
 and Q
 is in Im	.
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Table 1
Homotopies induced by Z
Pair of edges Starting vertex Induced homotopy
E
, f · E f e E−1
 (f · E) ∼Z Q
(E
′ · w)−1 or E−1
 (f · E) ∼Z Q
E−1
E, E · f ef E−1 (E · f ) ∼Z Q(w · E′ )−1 or E−1 (E · f ) ∼Z QE−1
E · f ′′, f · E′ ff ′f ′′ (E · f ′′)−1(f · E′ ) ∼Z (w · E)Q′ (E
 · w′)−1
E · e, f · E




E · f ′, e · E eff ′ (E · f ′)−1 (e · E) ∼Z (w · E′ )Q
E · e′, e · E




 · f ′, f · E f ef ′ (E
 · f ′)−1(f · E) ∼Z (w · E′ )Q
(E
′ · w′)−1
Lemma 18. Let E+ and E− be edges in P+(K) and P−(K), respectively, such that E− = E+. Then either E−E+ is
a null-homotopic path or there are paths E′+ ∈ P+(K), E′− ∈ P−(K) and Q ∈ PR(K) such that
E−E+ ∼Z E′+QE′−.
Proof. If the rewriting rules of E+ and E− are disjoint, then the homotopy follows trivially. Also, if E− and E+ are
mutually inverse, then E−E+ is null-homotopic. Otherwise, we have w1, w2 ∈ (E ∪ F)∗ and edges E1, E2 such that
w1 · E1 ·w2 = E−, w1 · E2 ·w2 = E+ and E1E2 is one of the previous described cases of overlaps between the starting
vertex of positive edges, E−11 and E2. Thus, attending to the deﬁnition of Z, there are paths E
′+ ∈ P+(K), E′− ∈ P−(K)
and Q ∈ PR(K) such that E−E+ ∼Z E′+QE′−. 
Let E be an edge in P+(K) of the form
(1, e(i, h′, h, j) = (i, h′, h, j),+1, 1)
such that (i, h′, h, j) ∈ F . For each letter e′ ∈ E, there is a path with starting vertex e′e = e′e(i, h′, h, j) ∈ Im	 that
begins with the edge e′ ·E and which is followed by an edge E. The extremities of this path are in Im	. Consequently,
there is a path Qe′ ∈ Im	 from e′e to E. Similarly, for the starting vertex ee′ ∈ Im	 there are paths E
 and
Qe′ ∈ Im	 such that ((E · e′)E
) = Qe′ and ((E · e′)E
) = Qe′ .
Let us introduce the closed paths having the form
(Z8) (e′ · E)EQ−1e′ ,
(Z9) (E · e′)E
Q−1e′ ,
as described above. The following homotopies stand immediately:
e′ · E ∼Z Qe′E−1
and
E · e′ ∼Z Qe′E−1
 .
Given a path QE+, with Q an edge of PR(K) and E+ an edge of P+(K), the rewriting rules of both edges may
overlap. In that case, the rewriting rule of E+ must be of one the types (4), (6) or (7).
Let Q	 be the edge, with a type (8) rewriting rule,
(1,	(i, h′, u, h, j) = 	(i, h′, v, h, j), , 1) ,
for i ∈ I , j ∈ J , h, h′ ∈ H , (u, v) ∈ R and  = ±1.
Suppose that there are w1, w2 ∈ E∗ and an edge E with a type (4) rewriting rule satisfying w1 · E · w2 = Q	,
that is, the edges Q	 and w1 · E · w2 have overlapped rewriting rules.
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If E ∈ F then (w1 · E · w2) /∈ Im	. We observe that Q	 ∈ Im	 = E+\E and so w1w2 ∈ E+. Hence,
there exists e′ ∈ E such that w1 = w′1e′ or w2 = e′w′2, for some w′1, w′2 ∈ E∗. In the case w1 = w′1e′, we have
w′1 · (e′ · E) · w2 ∼Z w′1 · (Qe′E−1 ) · w2, for some E ∈ P+(K). The case w2 = e′w′2 is treated analogously. In both
cases, there is an edge E ∈ P+(K) and a path Q′ ∈ PR(K) such that
Q	(w1 · E · w2) ∼Z Q	Q′E−1.
Otherwise, if E ∈ W ⊆ Im	, then both extremities of the path Q	(w1 · E · w2) are in Im	. Consequently, there
is a path Q	 in Im	 from Q	 to (w1 · E · w2).
The closed paths of the form
(Z10) Q	(w1 · E · w2)Q−1	 ,
with E ∈ W , where such overlaps occur, are new deﬁning paths. The homotopy
Q	(w1 · E · w2) ∼Z Q	
follows immediately. In general, given an edge Q ∈ PR(K) and E+ a positive edge with a type (4) rewriting rule we
have
QE+ ∼Z Q′E−,
for some path Q′ ∈ PR(K) and some edge or empty path E− ∈ P−(K).
Now, let f = f (i′, s′, j ′) ∈ F , e = e(i, h′, h, j) ∈ E, 
(f, e) = 
(i, i′, j, j ′, h, h′, s′) and E
 = (1, f e =

(f, e),+1, 1) an edge in P+(K) with a type (6) rewriting rule. Suppose that Q	 = ew, for some w ∈ E+. Then, we
have a path (f ·Q	)(E
 ·w), where the rewriting rules of both edges overlap. The word E
 ·w is in Im	 but f · Q	
is not. However, Q	 = e′w′, for some e′ ∈ E and w′ ∈ E+. Thus, there is an edge E
′ such that f · Q	 = E
′ · w′
and E
′ · w′ is in Im	. Therefore, there is a path Q	
 in Im	 from E
′ · w′ to E
 · w (see Fig. 5).
The closed paths of the form




are also part of the set Z. Hence, the following homotopy stands:
(f · Q	)(E
 · w) ∼Z (E
′ · w′)Q	
.
Analogously, for an edge with a type (7) rewriting rule there are a path Q	 in Im	 and paths
(Z12) (Q	 · f )(w · E)Q−1	(w′ · E′)−1
in Z such that the homotopy
(Q	 · f )(w · E) ∼Z (w′ · E′)Q	
stands (see Fig. 6).
In view of these last considerations, we can prove that
Lemma 19. Let Q and E+ be edges in PR(K) and P+(K), respectively, such that Q = E+. Then there exists paths
E′+ ∈ P+(K), E′− ∈ P−(K) and Q′ ∈ PR(K) such that
QE+ ∼Z E′+Q′E′−.
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Fig. 6. The graph of the closed path (Q	 · f )(w · E)Q−1	 (w′ · E′ )−1.
Proof. If the rewriting rules of the edges Q and E+ are disjoint then the homotopy follows trivially. Otherwise, if the
rewriting rules overlap, one of the previously described cases occur. Hence, the homotopy stands. 
Lemma 20. Let Q and E− be edges in PR(K) and P−(K), respectively, such that Q = E−. Then there exists paths
E′+ ∈ P+(K), E′− ∈ P−(K) and Q′ ∈ PR(K) such that
E−Q ∼Z E′+Q′E′−.
Proof. Inverting the path E−Q, we obtain a path Q−1E−1− with E−1− ∈ P+(K) and Q−1 ∈ PR(K), in the conditions of
Lemma 19. Hence, there are paths F+ ∈ P+(K), F− ∈ P−(K) and P ∈ PR(K) such that
Q−1E−1− ∼Z F+PF−.
Inverting again, we obtain the required homotopy. 
Lemma 21. Let P be a path in D(K). Then there are paths P+ ∈ P+(K), Q ∈ PR(K) and P− ∈ P−(K) such that
P ∼Z P+QP−.
Proof. Let P = E1 · · · En, where each Ei is an edge in P+(K) ∪ P−(K) ∪ PR(K), with n ∈ N. Now, by Lemmas
18–20, we can commute Ei’s in such a way that an Ei in P+(K) goes to the left and an Ei in P−(K) goes to the right.
This process ends since, in the referred lemmas, each commutation does not increase the number of Ei’s in P+(K)
∪ P−(K). 
Observe that in the previous lemma the number of edges having a rewriting rule of type (4), where (i, h′, h, j) ∈ F ,
does not increase from P to the homotopic path P+QP−. This is clear having in mind that the same situation occurs
in Lemmas 18–20.
Lemma 22. Let P be a path in D(K) such that P, P ∈ Im	. Then there exists a path Q in Im	 such that
P ∼Z Q.
Proof. We proceed by induction on the number m of edges in P having a rewriting rule of type (4) such that
(i, h′, h, j) ∈ F . If m = 0 then, by the previous observation and by Lemma 21, there are paths P+ ∈ P+(K)
and P− ∈ P−(K), with no edges having a rewriting rule of type (4) where (i, h′, h, j) ∈ F , and a path Q ∈ PR(K)
such that P ∼Z P+QP−.
Since P = P+ is in Im	, then P+ has no f ’s. Thus, attending to the deﬁnition of P+(K) and since P+ has no
edges having a rewriting rule of type (4) where (i, h′, h, j) ∈ F , the path P+ is empty. Analogously, P− is the empty
path.
Now Q is a path in PR(K) with P = Q and P = Q in Im	. Thus Q is a path in Im	 homotopic to P via Z.
Suppose that m > 0 and let P+ ∈ P+(K), P− ∈ P−(K) and Q ∈ PR(K) be such that P ∼Z P+QP−, according
to Lemma 21. If the path P+QP− has less edges having a rewriting rule of type (4) where (i, h′, h, j) ∈ F , then the
lemma follows by induction. Hence, suppose that the number of such edges is maintained.
Let E1 be the ﬁrst edge in P+ having a rewriting rule of type (4) where (i, h′, h, j) ∈ F . Since P = P+ ∈ Im	,
then E1 has no f ’s. Also, note that P+ is a word in E+\E and consequently E1 ∈ E+\E. Hence, attending to the
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paths of the form Z8 and Z9, there is a path F such that F ∼Z E1 and F has no edges with a rewriting rule of type
(4) where (i, h′, h, j) ∈ F . Therefore, P is homotopic to a path with less edges in the referred conditions. Now, the
lemma follows by induction. The proof follows by analogy if we consider the last edge in P− having a rewriting rule
of type (4) where (i, h′, h, j) ∈ F . 
Lemma 23. Let P be a closed path in D(K). Then P is null-homotopic or there exist a path P+ ∈ P+(K) and a closed
path Q ∈ Im	 such that
P ∼Z P+QP−1+ .
Proof. If P is a vertex not reducible to Im	 then, by Lemma 17, P is null-homotopic. Otherwise, there is a path
P+ ∈ P+(K) from P to a word of Im	 such that P ∼ P+P−1+ PP+P−1+ . The path P−1+ PP+ is a closed path such that
(P−1+ PP+) = (P−1+ PP+) ∈ Im	. Thus, by Lemma 22, there is a closed path Q in Im	 such that P+PP−1+ ∼Z Q.
It follows that P ∼Z P+QP−1+ . 
7. Concluding remarks
Our results, in particular Theorems 4 and 5, tie in well with the research program proposed by Pride in [16] of
developing a calculus of spherical pictures for some theoretical monoid constructions.
Naturally, we may ask if Theorem 1 can be extended to an arbitrary semigroup S with FDT. This question is object of
study in a following up paper. The reader may be lead to think that the monoid case is a consequence of the semigroup
case, however the proof of the second is obtained by making use of the proof of the ﬁrst. Following the ideas in [1], to
prove this more general case it sufﬁces to show that large ideals of semigroups having FDT also have this property. In
fact we already have results and the complete answer seems to be achieved.
Our ultimate goal consists of answering a more speciﬁc question: is a Rees matrix semigroup M[S; I, J ;P ] deﬁned
by a ﬁnite and complete string–rewriting system if and only if the semigroup S is deﬁned by a ﬁnite and complete
string–rewriting system? In this case, the approach followed in this paper does not seem to be useful.
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